
 

 

RONDO BACK TO BACK 

This is a great RONDO activity that you can use with larger groups of players and can be 
used with mixed ability players too. You can play this Rondo with a wide variety of 
numbers from two 4v1 rondo to larger formats they key coaching points remain the same. 

 BACK TO BACK RONDO



SET UP & ACTIVITY 

Set up two circle rondo which are next to each other one rondo will have an extra player 
who will start as the defender. 

In RONDO A there is no defender to start. The players are just passing the ball with no 
pressure. Focus on having them receive the ball with the correct foot and passing/moving 
the ball quickly. 

In RONDO B we have the typical one defender in the middle with the players on the 
outside.  

When the defender in RONDO B wins the ball the player that would normally go in the 
middle goes over to RONDO A and tries to win the ball  in RONDO A.  
The players in RONDO B then pass the ball with no defender. 

So there is always one RONDO with 1 defender and 1 RONDO with no defender. The player 
that looses the ball transitions and goes to win the ball from the players in the other 
RONDO. 

• Adjust the size of your RONDO to suit the abilities of your players. 

• Adjust how close the two Rondos are to each other. If the defender is transitioning and 
winning the ball too easily make the Rondos further apart so they have more time to 
see the defender coming and move the ball. 

COACHING POINTS 

• Receive the all across the body with the back foot. 

• Play the ball away from where the defender is coming from, try and play the ball to the 
person in the Rondo who is farthest from the defender. 



• If you are in the Rondo with no defender keep looking at what is happening in the other 
Rondo to see when possession is lost and recognize when a defender os coming over. 

• Communicate with your Rondo mates to let them know when a defender is coming 
over to try and steal your ball. 

• When you see the defender coming from the other Rondo try to play the ball to the far 
side of your Rondo to keep it as far away from the defender  and make them have to 
travel the furthest distance to get to the ball. 

VARIATIONS 

• If you have enough players you can put players into partners and have 2 defenders in 
the middle of the RONDO 

COMMON MISTAKES 

Players in the RONDO that has no defender will not pay attention to what is happening 
in the other RONDO to see when a defender is coming to steal their ball. 

• This is an off the ball tactic that you can teach with this Rondo. Firstly you can teach the 
players in the Rondo who have their back to the other Rondo to be constantly scanning/
checking their shoulder to see what is happening behind them. 

• You can also use this Rondo to get your players to communicate and share information 
with each other. Have the players that are facing the other Rondo give the other players 
information on what the defender in the other Rondo is doing and give them a warning 
when possession is lost and a defender is coming over to steal the ball. 

Players in the RONDO that has no defender will have low focus and not be passing the 
ball well or quickly. 

• Encourage your players to try and pass the ball using only two touches. Give them a 
limit of 2 seconds on the ball to get them to focus on receiving the ball and passing it 
quickly. Set them a challenge, can they make 5 passes before the defender from the 
other rondo comes?


